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SUMMARY  

‘PowHERhouse’ Media & Leadership Training for Women Leaders, 2015 
 

The PowHERhouse Media and Leadership 4-day training series, August-September 2015, 

was  conducted as part of WMW-Jamaica’s PowHERhouse Programme, running from 

2013-2015, with the funding support of UN WOMEN.  
 

The 2015 PowHERhouse  training drew on the lessons learned in 2013-2014, when 

training was offered to young women in both urban and rural settings. The 2015 training 

reached women leaders and emerging leaders, primarily  in civil society in the greater 

Kingston area; a few participants came from the immediately adjoining parishes.   

 

There were over thirty participants in all, mostly from women’s and civil society 

organizations. There were also representatives from the Bureau of Women’s Affairs, the 

Ministries of Youth and Agriculture, a senior political representative and two college 

lecturers (see full list of participants in Appendix). Nearly all the women were engaged in 

leadership positions in more than one area of their life, such as community, church, PTA, 

workplace, politics, and more. 

 

The four days of training, with the tag line ‘Your Voice is Your Power’, covered the 

following main topics : Gender and Leadership, Overcoming Fears to promote Woman’s 

Voice, Public Speaking, Managing Media Interviews, Strategic Use of Social Media 

Platforms and Blogging, and Photography skills.  The six carefully selected trainers were 

professional women with extensive experience in gender and development,  advocacy 

and training.   
 

An important output of the training is a Module and materials on Media and Leadership 

for Women that can be a resource for future training events, and several draft proposals 

for Blogs and  social media strategies on the theme of women and leadership.    

 

The knowledge and skills gained by participants, as well as their sense of achievement, 

were reflected in their evaluation  of the training.  They felt the objectives had been fully 

achieved (62%) or mostly achieved (38%). A few of the many comments shared by 

participants were: 
 

 I am empowHERed and encouraged to be an advocate. 

 I have benefited enormously and I set up a Blog successfully. 

 I am closer to finding my voice as a woman leader! 

 Great experience, the training surpassed my expectation. 

 We can use the media to develop a campaign to push for more women in leadership 
positions. 
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 Thank you! Keep on doing what you do for women and our nation! 
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DAY 1   Saturday, August 22, 2015 

 

Introduction 
Ms Hilary Nicholson of WMW Jamaica introduced WMW-Jamaica and its PowHERhouse 

project supported by UN WOMEN.  She explained that the project, with its tag line YOUR 

VOICE IS YOUR POWER sought to enhance women’s capacity to utilize the media to 

promote women’s leadership potential. She explained that since 2013, WMW had been 

offering Media and Leadership training to mostly young women leaders, and this was the 

first of the 2015 series of training events. 
 

The PolwHERhouse Advocacy Campaign had been launched earlier in the year and the 

Campaign Video on women in politics and business  was shown. Participants were invited 

to comment on the video and encouraged to share it with their social media networks.   

 

Objectives 
Hilary  then shared the objectives of the Media and Leadership training as follows:   

● To identify qualities of good leaders and validate the many ways women manifest 

leadership in traditional and non-traditional contexts 

● To challenge media stereotypes and sexism and opt for newsworthiness vs sensation  

● To develop confidence and skills in public speaking and managing media interviews. 

 

Session 1 :  

1.a  Who is a Leader?  How do I lead?             Facilitated by Georgia Love,  Gender 
Trainer 

Ms Love began with a participatory activity which allowed participants to reflect on the 

qualities of ‘good leadership.’ Coloured squares of paper were distributed to all 

participants (red, yellow and green).  The 

facilitator instructed the participants to 

write on the green paper a word that 

described a good leader; on the yellow a 

word that described a Transformational 

leader and on the red paper a word that 

described a woman leader.  Participants 

were invited to paste the pieces of 

coloured paper on the wall at the front of 

the room, to create a collage. Participants 

were able to consult a handout on 

transformational leadership as needed.  
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Comments and opinions were shared regarding the words displayed, and similarities, 

differences  and overlaps noted. It was recognized that a leader could be all three – a  

good, transformational, woman leader, thus qualities were not exclusive to one category.  

 

Good listening and communication skills were highlighted along with empathy, being 

assertive and being a motivator. Being open minded, inclusive, innovative and inspiring 

change were identified for ‘transformational’ leaders. Qualities of  “Nurturing’ and 

‘supportive’ were only listed for women leaders. The extensive list of over thirty qualities 

identified as related to effective leadership demonstrated the participants’ considerable 

understanding of the many and diverse qualities that contribute to effective leadership.  

 

Participants were then instructed to write the kind of leaders they felt they were, 

identifying any additional qualities not yet listed.  Participants’ self-descriptions which 

introduced new words included the following: 

Loving    Loyal     Persistent 

Affirming    Approachable    Methodical 

Connector    Determined    Trustworthy  

Exemplary    Self driven    Focused 

‘Tek chance’   Diligent    Unbiased 

 

Ms Love made the point that as women we seldom think about what we do as 

‘leadership’ roles, whether in the home or the groups with which we are affiliated. 

Leadership was often thought of only as a ‘public’ activity, but this was a limiting view.  

Ms Love suggested that:  

Leadership could be seen as a relational process of people together attempting  

to  accomplish change to make a difference to benefit the common good.  

Overall the session was 
successful in challenging 
traditional notions of 
leadership as based on 
dominance or the 
management of people. 
Instead it emphasized 
that good leaders were 
able to harness collective 
strengths, and motivate, 
empower and inspire 
group members. 
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1.b  Claiming My Voice - what if I had no fear?  
 

Ms Love asked participants to consider  why  as women don’t we speak out even when 
we have something to say? What causes fear and inhibits action?   
 

In order to explore these issues, participants were asked to draw that which they FEARED 

– whatever kept them away from taking on  leadership roles, whether this was a  THING, 

PERSON or a SITUATION.  They were also instructed to explain how they reacted because 

of the FEAR. Participants then shared their drawings and reflections .  

 

 The first image shared was one of panic; fear of not being able to explain her thoughts 

and/or actions to someone in power :  “In order 

to remain ‘safe’ I   take deputized positions; I 

always did the necessary preparations and 

research and then passed this on to the 

President/ Chair/ Leader, I would also share my 

ideas but was never acknowledged for my 

inputs…” 

“ I am now getting better and pull on my support 

systems, my mother and sisters; they are the 

ones who empower me and encourage me when 

I become fearful” 

 

 Another participant had a fear of being the only one in a room who disagrees with the 

majority opinion:  “Because of this I sometimes suppress my opinions and will share 

them with others after I have left the space.” 

 

 A third participant had a fear of dying brought on by a situation at her job: “I have been 

offered a position but am being envied by everyone to the point that I feel if I take the 

position I will be killed. I shared this with my mother who says that I should leave it 

alone as I am her only daughter and such a position is not worth me losing my life. “  
 

Following this testimony, there was a passionate debate about women standing up for 

themselves, having confidence to pursue their capabilities. Most participants 

encouraged her to take the position and work on herself to not be so fearful. 

 

 Other fears shared  were the fear of being restrained  physically and by authority, the 

fear of wrongful accusations; and the fear of being misunderstood, for example 

attempts at being helpful were misunderstood and mistaken as being “nuff.” 
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 Another participant had a fear of expressing herself around  males,  particularly as the 

lone woman in a meeting or other situation. “So I speak out about the need for gender 

equity as a means of ensuring that there will be other women in the room, whether at a 

meeting, on a committee etc.” 

Further discussion of some of the participants’ 

fears, and their strategies for coping with fear, 

illustrated how often the traditional gender 

socialization of women, which did not expect 

them to be outspoken, assertive or to take 

leadership roles, created conflict internally for 

many women. Using a short video from 

Leanin.org, the group focused on how it would 

be if they were not afraid….. then there was the 

affirmation of them NO LONGER BEING AFRAID.  

The point was made that the fear women 

experience is as a result of how we are ‘seen’ in 

the (patriarchal) environment we live in. 

 

Do women support one another? 
One participant said that a critical mindset that needed to be changed was the lack of 

support we (women) give each other.  Ms Love suggested that this statement “gets a lot 

of airtime and is a myth, once again an example of what we have been ‘fed’ over the 

years.”  Ms Love reminded the group that earlier in the sharing a participant had related 

that her support and motivation came from women.  If we should truly reflect on who it 

was that assisted us in times of need, most persons whether man or woman would say 

the assistance came from a woman. 

 

Overcoming Fear 
The word FEAR was  viewed as an acronym typically understood as  False Evidence 

Appearing Real.  Ms Love suggested it could mean:  

F face it/forget/face/   

E explore it/everything 

A accept it/and 

R respond/recover/rise 

Participants in small groups were instructed to come up with their own meaning of the 

the acronym ‘ FEAR’, by analyzing what can you do when you are experiencing fear and 

how can you manage it.   Examples of some creative meanings that were arrived at: 

 Focusing Energy Around Reality 

 Focus Evaluate Assess & Regroup 
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 Feeling Empowered And Resilient 

 Fully Embrace, Acknowledge & Repair 

Participants agreed this exercise was empowering. There was a general determination 

to overcome limiting stereotypes, confront fear, and to have confidence in their 

considerable knowledge, experiences, skills and wisdom. 

 

Ms Love also highlighted the opportunities that existed through social media to help us 

to share our thoughts as well as to assist others to  recognize that they are not alone in 

their uncertainties, and to claim our rightful space and place. 

 

 

2. Who Runs the (Media) World?   NOT Girls or Women ! 

Facilitator: Hilary Nicholson, WMW Jamaica 

 

The Facilitator posed the question : how were women being represented in the news 

media - how often did they appear and in what way? 

Participants’ observations varied, with some suggesting women were represented as 

often as men, in equal ways, while others were clear that women appeared less than 

men and in less diverse roles, in the news.  Many participants spoke about the reporters 

and the fact that  despite the considerable  numbers of women reporters, they seemed 

always to prefer men as interviewees, or as sources and experts. 
 

It was noted by Ms Nicholson that reporters often requested more female 

spokespersons, but women were not as forthcoming as men. Lack of  confidence rather 

than lack of knowledge and expertise were the issue here – hence this workshop. 
 

She then shared some results of the Global Media Monitoring (GMMP) project, which 

was the longest and most extensive gender-focused news monitoring project 

worldwide, having begun in 1995. One of the main findings was that women were 

significantly under-represented in the news, despite their active participation in 

Caribbean societies and economies at all levels –from  community, to workplace, in 

business, in politics, religion,  etc.  
 

Representation of women and men within the news media (GMMP 2009) 

2009 JA 2009 Caribbean 2009 Globally 

Female         29% Female    25% Female   24% 
Male             71% Male        75% Male        76% 

 

Ms Nicholson explained that since 1995 the gender disparity between women and men 

in the news globally, had decreased so that women’s participation had risen from a 

mere 17% in 1995 to 24% in 2009, world wide – but there was a far way to go to achieve 
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gender balance. She explained that the most recent GMMP news monitoring project 

took place earlier in 2015, and the results would be available soon – hopefully showing 

more progress towards gender balance. 
 

Gender inequality in the news media was also evident in that there are many women 

leaders  and spokespersons in Caribbean societies,   but they were not being shown as 

much in the news media. Participants were encouraged to visit the GMMP Website, 

www.whomakesthenews.org, in order to see other findings on the representation of 

women and men in the news. 

Sexism Ain’t Sexy 
 

Participants viewed the Video  MissRepresentation.   

The discussion that followed was around the issues 

of sexist stereotyping in media, which also affected 

the portrayal and perceptions of females as leaders, 

and views about female leadership as a whole.  A 

leading female TV personality of mixed ethnicity had 

commented  in the video, “ I had no mentor from 

the media when growing up , there was no one like 

me on TV”, 

 

Using the findings from the Gender Bias without Borders research project, the 

participants had an opportunity to learn about and discuss  the portrayal of women in 

leadership positions in films in some 13 countries worldwide. Under-representation and 

mis-representation were pervasive.  
 

Participants also discussed how the media’s distorted portrayals had an impact on 

everyday life. A Participant related that being the only female within a musical group, 

the males always spoke about her appearance and comment that she needed to lose 

weight, to dress sexily; but  their comments were never about her skill. 

Participants then engaged in an exercise to practice challenging and re-writing  news 
headlines . For example, the headline “Woman’s sexy gear leads to gang rape” was re-
written as “Four men violently rape woman”, in order to remove the notion that the 
woman’s clothes ‘led’ to her being raped, and to place the focus on the male offenders.  
 

The Facilitator  ended the session making the point that the research illustrated clearly 

the need for women leaders to make their voice heard in the media and to  ensure 

accuracy whenever producing media content, or uploading messages to social media  – 

Your Voice is Your Power. 

 

http://www.whomakesthenews.org/
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Session 2 

Public Speaking for Personal and Professional development 

The afternoon session was led by Communications Consultant Yvonne Chin Irving. She 
engaged participants in an interactive exercise that allowed them to reflect on the 
situations in which they felt they were managing the task of  ‘public speaking’ fairly well, 
and those situations in which they were unable to manage due to nerves.  Tips for coping 
with nerves were shared. 

Participants  then worked in pairs, 

to identify the kind of speaker they 

felt they were, focusing on the 

positive aspects. Their descriptions 

demonstrated a satisfactory level 

of confidence among the 

participants, who as leaders  had 

varying levels of experience in 

public speaking. Some of their self 

descriptions were as follows: 

 

 Assertive 

 Humourous and friendly  

 Upbeat and interactive 

 Clear, knowledgeable, well prepared – perhaps overwhelming with too many facts  

 Expressive, intuitive,  dramatic 

 Animated - feeding off the audience 

 Persuasive, eloquent, sincere , passionate 

Managing Content and Delivery – Tips and Strategies. 

The Facilitator gave a presentation which was followed  by some key questions posed to 
the group, with comprehensive discussion around each point: 
 

 How do you want to be seen and heard?  What kind of response do you want from 

your audience? 

 What do you have to say?  Do your preparation fully, and research, to ensure your 

message is clear, concise, credible and consistent.  

 Organize  ideas into three main presentation points, keeping the linked ideas 

together, so your presentation is well organized and easy to follow. 

 Choose words carefully, and find the music in the language, check pronunciation, and 

use language that is suitable to the audience and to your own style. 
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 Remember that gestures must enhance understanding of your message – they must 

not distract. 

The Facilitator  then guided participants through a Risk Assessment exercise in relation to 
public speaking. She reminded participants to work on both content and delivery to 
become a speaker that audiences will believe in and are drawn to because of your 
integrity, credible information and energy.    
 
Managing media interviews  
 

The Facilitator guided the group through a variety of strategies for managing media 
interviews, and shared the key elements for good ‘talk radio’   She gave pointers for 
staying on message and for guiding conversations the way we wanted them to go, even 
when interviewers appeared to be going in a different direction.  Some further points 
highlighted were: 

- Understand the different genres on radio or TV 
- Use an appropriate style for the specific programme and audience 
- Know what you are expected to cover in a radio or TV interview 
- Speak honestly and with integrity. 
- Keep language simple, no jargon, using short  clear sentences. 

 
Ms. Chin Irving ended by reminding  participants that one did not have to know everything 
but it was essential that we should be willing to take responsibility for what we do say. 
_____________________ 

 
 

Evaluation of Day 1 
 

Participants completed written evaluations, which provided both quantitative and 

qualitative data.  Respondents were required to rate, on a scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high) :  

 the overall usefulness and relevance of the training, 

 the Facilitators/Trainers and the methodology and resource materials used 

 their own personal level of  learning. 
 

Ratings were high for ‘overall usefulness’ as well as the trainers/methodology, at the 

level of 4 or 5, out 5. (For these areas there were more ratings of 5 than 4).  Many 

respondents commented positively on the interactive nature of the sessions, the 

methodology used, the knowledge and preparedness of the trainers.  
 

A sample of some other comments made: 

 All sessions were most important, all had bits and pieces that I needed, to build 

myself as a speaker 

 All were useful for my development as a leader – and will be shared with others, 

 Presenters were well prepared and addressed all learning styles – auditory, visual 

and practical 
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 Trainers were great 

 Excellent content and the audience/presenter interaction was very good 

For ‘personal learning’, the majority gave a rating of 4, with approximately 25% giving a 

rating of 5, and 2 persons giving a rating of 3 out of 5.  Some comments: 
 

 It highlighted areas that I really want to work on and provided the tools to improve 

going forward. 

 I learned strategies to handle challenges in public speaking. 

 I’ve learned a methodology for creating my  own check list for doing public speaking. 

 I learned how to deliver a message, make it concise, and how to connect with your 

audience. 

 The session on ‘who runs the (media) world was an eye opener! 

 The stats on the (low) presence of women in the media were especially intriguing, and it 

has inspired me to be even more of a change agent 

 I loved the WHAT IF I HAD NO FEAR  session, it taught me how to face my fears, and get 

over them – after all, you must be fearless to be an effective speaker 

 It was great being here! Highly anticipating the other sessions. 
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DAY 2  - Saturday, August 29, 2015 
 

 

The Objectives for Day 2 of the Training were : 

 To explore the potential of online platforms for supporting women’s leadership 

 To recognize the importance of women being engaged in media 

 
Session 1 : Leadership – it’s our right ! 

The day began with Presentations by 
participants who had prepared 3-5 minute 
presentations on the theme of “Leadership: 
It’s our Right” .   They were encouraged to 
incorporate the notion of gender equality as 
a Right. The assignment provided 
participants with an opportunity to practice 
some the techniques of Public Speaking, 
learned on Day 1.   

Several creative presentations were made, which included popular music, drama, poetry and 
interaction with the ‘audience’ of participants. Participants also made use of some of the data 
on women in political leadership that had been shared through the PowHERhouse advocacy 
campaign videos, on Day 1. 

 

Session 2 : Why social media? Why a woman’s voice?  

 Facilitator: Latoya Nugent, Gender & Human Rights Advocate 
 

Ms Nugent  used a combination of powerpoint presentation and interactive group and pair 
exercises to engage participants in a comprehensive session exploring why Social Media was 
important for women leaders, why a woman’s voice was needed,  how participants wanted 
that voice to sound. 

 

 Which social media do we tend to utilize, how do we use social media and what are 
we using social for now? 
The  SOCIAL MEDIA Platforms that participants knew about are listed below. Some 

persons were using up to 6 platforms while others were only using  one or two. 

- Email 
- Facebook 
- FB messenger 
- Whatsapp 
- Skype 
- Google+ 

- YouTube 
- Linkedin 
- Instagram 
- Twitter 
- IMO 
- Snapchat 

- Tumblr 
- Hangout 
- Pinterest 
- BBmessenger 
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The Facilitator introduced the concept of communication as a Human Right, and then moved on 
to a presentation and discussion on the fundamentals of Media & Social Media  and the basics 
of how traditional and new Media work. 

 

Participatory exercises were used to allow everybody to get more familiar with Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram. Yotube, and other social platforms, and the Facilitator explained how each 
was relevant to specific uses.   Participants discussed their personal &/or professional 
experience with using social media, what strategies they had experimented with, and reflected 
on their ‘social media personality(ies)’ .   

 

The Facilitator reminded participants to always consider: 

 Who do you want to reach - and why ?  

 What’s the best way to reach them? 
 

Women and Media  
Ms. Nugent noted that more women worldwide used social media and therefore participants 
needed to consider how to capitalise on women’s presence, as women in social media.  The 
discussion also noted that although more women use social media, we needed to consider who 
owned the platforms, who made money from social media, and what opportunities were there 
for women. 

 

Hashtags  
Ms Nugent explained the use of hashtags and encouraged participants to make good use of 
hashtags in order to follow up to date local or global discussion on key issues affecting women , 
including that of women and leadership.  Hashtags such as those below were discussed, and the 
value of hashtags in researching specific issues was also highlighted. 
 

#bringbackourgirls  
#IAmAPowHERhouse      

#IAmAGirl  

#RapeIsRape      

#EndVAW 

 

Monitoring & Evaluation 

Ms Nugent pointed out that Social Media 
analytics were relatively easy to use and she 
encouraged participants to explore some 
platforms that  had their own built-in 
analytics such as Followthehashtag, 
Hootsuite & Hashtracking. 

 
 

 

Social Media Campaigns : Pitch it like a PRO! 

http://assets.entrepreneur.com/article/1393972619-women-dominate-every-social-media-network-except-one-infographic.jpg
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Working in small groups , participants brainstormed ideas for a Social Media Campaign relevant 
to women, i.e. which promoted gender equality and/or women’s leadership &/or  critiques of 
patriarchy.  Participants were encouraged to develop their key messages and design for their 
social media strategy, as well as relevant and catchy  #hashtags  to use in their campaign.   Some 
ideas to were shared as follows:  

 

Group 1 

Uniting our LeadHERship 

Qualities for the betterment of the nation 
 

#womenandmenworkingtogther  

#IamapowHERhouse  

If these were too long for Twitter, 
the following were to be used 

#himnher  
 #powHER 

 

 

Group 2 

Target: middle female managers 

Tagline: empowering women to reset the mind-set 

HASHTAGS 

#leadHERship 

#powHERdUp 

 

introduction to Social Media campaign 

We manage everybody’s business,  

Don’t be afraid to manage your own. 

Are you, as a WOMAN, ready to take the steps to 

lead? 

Empowering women to RESET the MINDSET 

Women ENGENDERED to SUCCEED             

 

 

Group 3 

Gender Equity for all;  

Break the cycle 

Target Youth 16-24 years 

HASHTAGS: 

#GE4All 

#OWNIT 
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#Balance 

#womenleaders 

#realmen 

@IamapowHerhouse 

#0/ the cycle 

#Ankh 

 

 

Group 4 

 

 PLATFORMS 

Twitter: I have a brain not just a hot body - so  

#TweetHER 

 

Facebook: 

I was a princess in my past but a Queen in my present 

I know my WORTH, so  

#TweeeetHER 

#WomanNotaSymbol 

 

FaceBook (heart sign) u woman who is confident and 

smart so I  

#TweetHER 

 

Twitter:  

Woman!! She’s my equal  

I respect her, so I  

#tweetHER 

 

TWITTER CHAT 

The Session ended with a lively Twitter Chat about Women and Leadership, using some 

of the above #hashtags, during which participants tweeted and posted messages on 

Facebook. The Twiitter Chat elicited several responses from members of the public and 

Social Media networks of the participants, as more persons became actively involved in 

the ‘Chat’. 

__________________ 
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Evaluation of Day 2 
 

 The overall ‘grades’ given by participants for the various aspects of the Workshop were high, 80% 

and above. 

 Usefulness of Workshop: most of the participants gave the top rating (5 out of 5) 

 Achievement of Objectives: Half the group gave the top rating of 5 out of 5; half gave a rating of 4 

 Personal learning: Half the group rated their own personal level of learning at 5 out of 5, and half  
gave 4 out of 5 

 The Trainer was also rated well, and was described as ‘Knowledgeable’, ‘deliberate and effective’ 

using a ‘Good balance of theoretical and practical exercises’ and ‘made sure we all understood.’ 

 

Sample Responses to the Question :  Why was this session important and useful for you?  
 

- I acquired new skills in using 

social media, and creating your 

own campaign 

- Learning about twitter and 

tweeting – and doing it ! 

- Practical group activity allowed 

the creation of new ‘gender aware’ 

ideas. 

- I manage several social media accounts, so the tips for ‘analytics’ are useful for report writing  

- The most beneficial part was learning how to track conversations using a hashtag, and also how 

we could use a hashtag to start a campaign or a conversation.  

- Very productive session – I am renewed, re-energized for my social media engagement.  

- I now see that it is relatively easy to use social media as an avenue for advocacy, especially for 

empowerment (of women)  

- I was well empowHERed by the session!  

- I’ve been social media shy, but thanks to this session, I have come out of my shell , learned to 

navigate the social media environment and see that social media can really be useful and 

important for sharing information.  

- Great session!! Learning and having fun – thank you – feeling PowHERed Up! 
 

- Fantastic, excellent workshop; really beneficial, I am feeling empowered . 
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DAY 3  _ Thursday, September 3, 2015 

 

The Objective for the 3rd day of Training was: 

 To build women leaders’ confidence and skills in 

using their Voice through public speaking or through their 

presence on internet based platforms . 

 Session 1: Leadership – It’s Our Right 
 

The day began with more presentations by participants, 
providing them with the opportunity to practice using the 
knowledge and skills gained so far in the training.  A 
sample is below: 

 
 

Women in Leadership - It’s our Right! 
                                                                       by Patrice Pious-Allen  

 
The front? Or the back? 
NO….the top or the bottom?  
 

What about the side? 
YES! ..the side? You sure? 
YES DECIDE! 

It’s time we decide! 
 
Let’s all decide, that today  

We will no longer stand behind…that great man  
And be the strong woman  
Who guides the ship, but never gets a chance to steer it.  

 
We pilot the planes but yet we do not fly  
Beyond the stereotypes, and other gender inequalities  

 
Set to keep us ‘grounded’.  
 

We organize, delegate, instigate, implement and work tirelessly.  
We go above and beyond the extra mile and a half…but still 
We linger in the shadows …  

as if somehow our true value and worth is not comparable to those who lead.  
 
The same ‘those’ that we have prepared  

The same ‘those’ whose tears we have wiped away  
The same ‘those’ who we empower and support amidst the pain  
and sometimes disgrace 

 
The same ‘those’ who we allow to rise – up- again, knowing fully well that  
 

 
These are the same ‘those’ who know, that in truth   
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it is YOU and I who deserve a seat, 

 
In fact several seats at the table, in the lab, in the studio,  
or maybe we should stand 

at the podium, at the pulpit…. 
what about simply at the TOP.  
 

Because we are already ahead of the game,  
Already we have gained and earned the RIGHT, not a privilege  
But the RIGHT to LEAD, the right…  

To step up and be magnificently phenomenal women.  
 
We are ready,  

We are strong, 
We are creative, effective and most importantly capable! 
 

We have a voice, 
We are powerful,  
We are powerhouses …  

 
Women in leadership; it’s our right, so let’s own it nuh…  
 

 

 

Session 2:  The Power and Potential of the Written Word  on Social Media 
 

The session was facilitated by Ms. Emma Lewis, a professional blogger and expert in 
Development Communications.  She led a comprehensive workshop, which explored the 
following main topics: 
 

 What is ‘Blogging’ and why do it?  

 The potential for a Woman’s Voice – utilizing blogging 

 Writing and Blogging Tips and Techniques  
 

Writing for Social Media   

- Planning your social media strategy. 

- Packaging messages; use of language. 

- Keeping your focus (avoid the ‘hype’) 

- Selecting the right platform/s  

- Personal interactions; handling negative 

feedback 

 

What about Advocacy?  

 What is Advocacy & Why we need it?  

 What do we want to advocate for/about 

now that we have the courage! 
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Pitch it like a PRO!   
Ms Lewis reminded participants that we are experts in our own experiences and had much to 
share. She used an interactive exercise to encourage self confidence in writing. 
 
In pairs and small groups, the participants worked on ideas for a personal or group Blog.  They 
drafted an outline of a blog – decided on the blog’s 
name, its basic design, key message, and ideas for 
content. 
 
To end the session, Participants  made  presentations of 
the first paragraph or two of their Blogs, and received 
constructive criticism from the Facilitator and other 
participants.  
 
The topics which some of the Blogs addressed were: 
 

 Women and Aging 

 Women and Weight 

 Parenting and juggling careers 

 Women and Self Esteem 

 Women and Finance 
 
 
 

3. Presentation of Certificates 
 
 
The day ended with the presentation of Certificates 
of participation to all those who had completed the 
training. The atmosphere was celebratory and 
many participants were heard using the hashtag 
terms that had been created – such as 
#emPowHERed  to describe how they felt. 
 
The UNWOMEN Representative in Jamaica, Ms 
Taitu Heron was present for the ceremony and for 
the Closing Dinner which followed.    
 
At right, Ms Heron is seen congratulating one of 
the participants who completed the training 
course. 
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Final Evaluation  
 
1. Participants were asked how far were the  objectives achieved.  Most (62%) said the objectives were 

fully met and the remaining 38% said they were mostly met . 
 

2. In term of rating their own learning, a high rating of 5 or 4 (out of 5) was given by equal numbers of 
participants. 

 
3. Participants stated how they had benefited from the Day 3 training, and responses showed much 

confidence in skills learned regarding blogging and social media: 
 

- Blogging came alive! I actually started writing my Blog! 

- I am empowHERed and encouraged to be an advocate. 

- I really enjoyed practicing the skills that I have been learning; learning from others and from 
a very useful presentation on blogs. 

- I now have a blog set up, and feel empowered to establish my presence online. 

- Very inspiring; I really got a better understanding of how to go about writing a blog and the 
impact it can have.  

- Introduced me to the world of blogging, developing a theme that is catchy while 
transmitting important information. 

- I learned that blogs allow for both long and short stories – and create space for continuity of 
a theme or message. 

- The presentation on blogging has inspired me to start a journal and in the future be a 
blogger. 

 

4. Going forward, how can YOU use media to enhance / share about women and leadership? 
 

 Boldly step out of our comfort zone, and embrace our RIGHT to be heard. 

 This training has given me the confidence to utilize different media platforms to  share 
information on the position of women and women’s leadership . 

 I will perfect at least 2 social media platforms and use them to expose, express, encourage. 

 Have a clear message that women are leaders, going out on all social media that I use. Write 
letters to editors (mass media) sharing the feminist voice, my voice; also social media 
shares, posts, discussions, share my stories, ideas etc. with others – with WMW. 

 I have already started to share stories and videos that empower women. 

 By blogging: I want to create one about women travelers to make our voice heard; and on 
FB and twitter, on themes that break down barriers of difference, like gender. 
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 By sharing positive ideas and knowledge 

 I will use social media, such as blogs, twitter, facebook, to tell my stories geared towards 
leadership and empowering women.  

 Invite colleagues and friends to read and share positive messages and pictures on selected 
topics. 

 By blogging about the current situation of women being abused – this is my passion.  

 By using social media (my blog, tweets,) to be a better advocate for gender equality. 

 Support community radio programmes and share personal and community views on ‘call in’ 
shows. 

5. Please give an example of how the above can be done: 
 

 Use media platform to share the stories of women actively leading NOW 

 Use social media to give information on programmes that women can join to advance 
themselves in business. Women are ambitious and would be interested. 

 Let successful women tell their stories to empower women 

 Advocate with media houses to stop sexualizing women by showing women in more positive 
roles, use social  media platforms to disseminate positive messages on women’s leadership - 
and involve male champions to spread the word as well. 

 Create a space to encourage other women to comment  and share ideas. 

 Use creative messages and images in the media to share knowledge (knowledge is power) 
about social and economic empowerment of women. 

 Giving stories about successful women with positive impact, so they can encourage women 
into leadership, to share their stories. 
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Day 4 – September 19, 2015 

 

Photography Skills Workshop 

 
The fourth day of training was optional, it was a 

Photography Skills workshop led by filmmaker 

Gabrielle Blackwood (seen at right giving tips on 

smart phone photography). 

 

The Objective of the session was to increase the 

knowledge, skills and confidence of participants in 

using photographic devices, whether a DSLR 

camera, tablet or smart phone. The rationale was 

that improving the  quality of participants’ photographic output - which many use in 

presentations, on social media platforms, etc. - would serve to enhance their overall media 

presence. 

 

The Workshop was attended by 30 participants, who received a 

comprehensive skills upgrading which touched on a wide range of 

technical  and creative aspects of photography, including smart 

phone photography. 

 

Participants felt at the end of the session that it had been an 

excellent workshop (most gave it a top rating of  5 out 5 ), but after 

this first day, they needed more time to practice new skills, with 

technical guidance . 

 

 

______________________________ 
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PARTICIPANT  ORGANIZATION TEL  EMAIL 

1 Kalesha Henlon-Siddon Ja Red Cross 355-1578/ 
781-0265 
 

henlonsiddon@gmail.com 
land line 984-9026 

2 Alvarine Bennet Children First & Dela-
vega City Benev.Soc 

857-9777   
749-5713 
 

alvette67@yahoo.com 

3 Marilyn Thompson JASL  
371-9794 
925-0021 

mthompsonjasl@gmail.com 

4 Hanna Lisa Morgan-
Williams 

JASL 829-1305 
877-3353 
925-0021  

hwilliamsjasl@gmail.com 

5 Nicolette Jones  JASL 849-4260 
925-0021  

njonesjasl@gmail.com 

6 Nacia Davis JCW+ 836 0103 
982 2341 
 

Dnacia78@yahoo.com 
davisnacia@yahoo.com 

7 Stephanie Samuels JCW+ 856-0742  
 

business4772@gmail.com  , 
lovehope2015@gmail.com  
 

8 Denise Blackstock UNFPA 373-4598      
w-906-8591 
Ext 30412  

blackstock@unfpa.org 

9 Denise Minott United Theological 
College of W.I. 

779-7287 
927-1034 

dminott577@gmail.com 

10 Jennifer Edwards PNP Women’s 
Movement 

562-2885 
978-1337 

Donards2004@yahoo.com 
womensmovement@yahoo.com 

11 Aldrie Henry Lee UWI Salises 818-2045:  
927-1020 
927-1234 

aldrie.henrylee@uwimona.edu.jm 

12 Georgia Marks Doman Min. of Agric. –
Gender Focal Point 

779-5830 
441-0164     
622-6843 

georgia.marks@gmail.com  
 
 

13 Andrea Cowan Lillan Ltd & WBO 382-8080   
960-4422 
 

acowan@lillanltd.com 

14 Kareece Lawrence Rastafari Indigenous 
Village 

 

354 8812 

kareece84@gmail.com 

15 Ruth Lawrence Youth Off MYSC 855 2720 kingstonyeo@gmail.com 

godfavor4me@gmail.com 

16 Marcia Lawrence Womens Centre 834 4750 poetmarcia@gmail.com 

17 Mikhalia Stephenson JCW+ 396 9968 khalia101_hotstuff@yahoo.com, 
lovehope2015@gmail.com 

mailto:henlonsiddon@gmail.com
mailto:hwilliamsjasl@gmail.com
mailto:Dnacia78@yahoo.com
mailto:business4772@gmail.com
mailto:movement@yahoo.com
mailto:kareece84@gmail.com
mailto:kingstonyeo@gmail.com
mailto:khalia101_hotstuff@yahoo.com
mailto:lovehope2015@gmail.com
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18 Afolashade Sistren Theatre & 

WMW 
809 9882  

19 Dahlia Wright G 2 K 343-3459 
 

dpwright89@gmail.com 
 

20 Michelle Moses JSIF 

931 2236 home 

889 2589 
968 4545 w 

Reader68@hotmail.com 

21 Doreen Gordon UWI Social Work 853 8785 
977 6267 

doreen.gordon03@uwimona.edu.
jm        
 

22 Patrice Allen Bashy Bus & Children 
First 

340-9043 
937-5574 
 

piouspromose@yahoo.com 
bashmentbus@yahoo.com 

23 Alanna Kay Nevers Bashy Bus &  
Children First 

431-0356 
937-5574 

alannakayenevers@ymail.com 

24 Nardia McLaren Bureau of Women’s 
Affairs 

 nardia.mclaren@opm.gov.jm 
nardiamclaren@gmail.com 

25 Shaniquea Ormsby Bureau of Womens 
Affairs 

367-5906    
754-8576 -8 
 

Shaniquea.ormsby@opm.gov.j
m ,  shanbbless@gmail.com 
 

26 Colleen Guthrie Guardian Life 396 0972 ctamgut@hotmail.com 

 RESOURCE PERSONS    

27 Dawnette Hinds Furzer WMW Ja 
Rapporteur 

881 5177 hello@wmwja.org 

28 Latoya Nugent Trainer   

29 Hilary Nicholson WMW Facilitator 
and trainer 

804 0590 hilarycnja@gmail.com 

30 Yvonne Chin Irving Trainer  Yvonne.chin@yahoo.com 

31 Emma Lewis Trainer  petchargy@gmail.com 

32 Georgia Love Trainer   

33 Khristina Godfrey Photographer   

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:doreen.gordon03@uwimona.edu.jm
mailto:doreen.gordon03@uwimona.edu.jm
mailto:piouspromose@yahoo.com
mailto:bashmentbus@yahoo.com
mailto:mclaren@opm.gov.jm
mailto:Shaniquea.ormsby@opm.gov.jm
mailto:Shaniquea.ormsby@opm.gov.jm
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Presenters’ Biographies 
 

Yvonne Chin Irving 
 

Mrs Chin Irving is a communications specialist with over 20 years experience in radio, television, 

newspaper journalism and international public relations. She is a a Part-time lecturer of television 

production at the University of Technology and University of the West Indies and a communications 

consultant offering presentation, production, training and management services. 

 

She returned to Jamaica in April 2014 to resettle after seven years working at the Commonwealth 

headquarters in London where she developed and implemented a new video production strategy to 

promote the work of the organisation. She also spearheaded communication strategies to promote the 

Commonwealth's youth, social transformation and legal affairs programmes for small and developing 

countries; and undertook international assignments in Africa, the Caribbean, Europe and the Pacific. 

 

Prior to this Mrs Chin Irving was a journalist at the Gleaner newspaper, taught TV Production and Oral 

Communication at Northern Caribbean University, and was a producer of TVJ’s morning show - Smile 

Jamaica and of various documentaries and features including Portrait of a Mother - winner of a Press 

Association Award.  For almost 10 years, Mrs Chin Irving presented Rappin’- a popular TV show profiling 

secondary schools across Jamaica and discussing youth issues. She also hosted Young Power - a radio 

programme aired on Power 106 FM. Her work in the Jamaican media was recognised with an award 

from the Press Association of Jamaica for presentation skills in 2001.  

 

A Chevening Scholar, she holds an MA in TV Journalism from Nottingham Trent University in the UK, an 

MBA from Lancaster University also in the UK and a BA in English Literature from the University of the 

West Indies. 
 

She enjoys motivating young people to fulfill their potential, reading and quiet reflections. She believes 

faith in God backed up by hard work, a positive outlook, and love for God and others are important to 

being fulfilled in life. 

_________________________________ 

 

 

Emma C. Lewis 

Emma Lewis is an independent blogger and social media activist, with wide-ranging experience in the 

field of public affairs and communications.  
 

In March 2012 she retired from the U.S. Embassy in Kingston, Jamaica, where she served for sixteen 

years in the Public Affairs Section. She worked as Media Coordinator and subsequently as Public Affairs 

Specialist, where she administered the U.S. State Department’s Small Grants Program, the U.S.  
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Ambassador’s HIV Prevention Program and the U.S. Speaker Program.  Prior to this Ms. Lewis worked for 

eight years in publishing, helping to set up a chain of retail bookstores in Jamaica. Ms. Lewis writes short 

stories, poetry and has completed a novel.  

 

She writes a personal blog with a strong focus on current affairs,  civil society, the environment and 

human rights, reaching out on several social media platforms. She also writes “Social Impact,” a weekly 

article for the Gleaner Online.   She has conducted social media training for WMW Jamaica, World 

Learning, the Press Association of Jamaica and the UWI Leads program, among others.  

 

She serves on the Boards of J-FLAG and Eve for Life Jamaica and volunteers with JN Foundation, and 

UWI HIV/AIDS Response Program among others. She is a member of Jamaica Environment Trust, 

BirdsCaribbean and National Integrity Action.  

 

Born in London, UK, Ms. Lewis moved to Jamaica in 1988.  Prior to this, she worked in international 

banking in the City of London.   Ms. Lewis graduated from Oxford University with B.A. Honors and 

Masters  degrees in Oriental Studies (Japanese) and lived for two years in Japan.  

____________________________________ 

 

Hilary Nicholson  

Hilary Nicholson has over thirty years experience working in the local and regional movement for gender 

equality and human rights. 
 

Hilary has extensive experience in programme coordination and implementation; in Training and  

production of Training and Communications materials.  She is an independent Gender Consultant who 

works mostly as a trainer in the areas of Gender Equality and Prevention of Gender-based Violence;  

Gender/HIV/Human Rights; and Gender & Media.   She has expertise  in the use of participatory 

methodologies and works with diverse audiences at every level: with professionals in the public sector, 

civil society leaders, educators, secondary and tertiary students ,  community organizations and more.   

 

Hilary is a founding member of WMW-Jamaica and very active in WMW’s programmes, especially 

training and advocacy. She coordinates and teaches the undergraduate course ‘Media, Gender and 

Development’ at the Caribbean Institute of Media and Communications, UWI. 

 

Hilary for many years was a producer of documentary videos, with Video for Change, and continues to 

provide documentary production and directing services to NGOs. 

 

Hilary’s formal educational qualifications are in Psychology (Reading University, U.K.) and she pursued 

part time postgraduate courses in Social Psychology (Oxford University) and in Gender and Development 

(University of the West Indies). 
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